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Abstract: Decision-support systems that help solving problems in open and weak theory domains, i.e. hard 
problems, need improved methods to ground their models in real world situations. Models that attempt to
capture domain knowledge in terms of, e.g. rules or deeper relational networks, tend either to become too
abstract to be efficient, or too brittle to handle new problems. In our research we study how the incorpora-
tion of case-specific, episodic, knowledge enables such systems to become more robust and to adapt to a
changing environment by continuously retaining new problem solving cases as they occur during normal
system operation. The research reported in this paper describes an extension that incorporates additional
knowledge of the problem solving context into the architecture. The components of this context model is
described, and related to the roles the components play in an abductive diagnostic process. Background
studies are summarized, the context model is explained, and an example shows its integration into an exist-
ing knowledge-intensive CBR system.

1  Introduction
The motivation behind this research is to improve artificial intelligence methods for pro

solving and learning in open and weak-theory domains by developing an explicit model o
context. Our example domain is medical diagnosis and treatment. Since there exists 
theory from which to deduce conclusions for such domains, we have to rely on abd
methods that combine several types of available knowledge in interpreting a problem sit
generating and evaluating hypotheses, building explanations to support or reject them, 
are exploring the combined utilization of specific experiences in terms of past cases with a pre-
sumably extensive, multi-relational model of general domain knowledge (Aamodt, 1991). The
purpose of introducing context as an explicit notion is partly to better ‘ground’ the know
model in the real world environment, i.e. to improve solution quality, and partly to more
quickly focus on the right relations and concept types, i.e. to improve problem solving effi-
ciency. 

The diagnostic process involves two main subprocesses; generation of hypotheses and
ing of these hypotheses. Hypothesis generation is an abductive process. Abductive in
allows inference to the most plausible hypothesis from a set of observations. Plausibility iden
tifies what is rational, what reasonable people would agree on. A plausible hypothesis ca
be retracted if new, conflicting information is provided in the subsequent process of hypo
testing. Abductive inference is frequently used in expert-level reasoning and is consis
stated to be practiced by scientists, detectives, and physicians. It is ubiquitous in daily
well. For example, upon seeing your neighbor walking into his house wet you may im
ately think he has been swimming. However, swimming is not the only possible reason f
being wet. That is, your conclusion involving swimming is not guaranteed to be true. 
reasons could be that he walked home in the rain without an umbrella, that somebody 
water on him from the window of a building, or that children sprayed him with a hose. P
reason quickly, even when there exist several alternative conclusions. They do not p
1
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even need enumerating and considering all possibilities in order to come up with one. You
may, for example, immediately adopt   the “he was swimming” explanation if there is a s
ming pool in the backyard, and he was wearing a swimming suit. 

Computational models of abductive reasoning suffer from inefficiency. Investigating p
ble context utilization in abductive tasks such as diagnostic hypothesis generation sho
able to improve abductive efficiency by focusing on only relevant regions of the explan
space. It has been acknowledged, in artificial intelligence as well as in cognitive science
generally, that context facilitates a selective and focused processing of information. Dis
ments exist as to what context actually is, and in what way it affects the processes of p
solving and learning. An earlier trend was to consider context as a wholistic phenomeno
to study context effects on various processes in a uniform way. This entails referring to c
without making a distinction between the various types of contexts. Yet, different types o
text elements have been observed to have significantly different effects on memory. Th
issue of the role of context is closely related to the issue of the distinction among several t
of context elements. 

In order to discuss relevant aspects of context as a kind of knowledge, a framewo
knowledge analysis and modeling is needed. Recent research in the area of knowledge
ing and engineering has produced several methodologies for analyzing and modeling 
edge and information at a conceptual and implementation-independent level. This le
system description is often referred to as the knowledge level, after Newell's influential paper
(Newell, 1982), while the level of implementation and representational constructs is refer
as the symbol level. Influential examples of methodologies that support knowledge an
and modeling at the knowledge level are the Generic Tasks approach (Chandrasekaran
the COMMET methodology (Steels, 1992), and CommonKADS (Breuker, Van de W
1994). So far, context has hardly been systematically studied within a knowledge level 
work. By building on results from each of the three example methodologies, we have 
this level of analysis useful in order to understand context as knowledge type, and w
links and dependencies to other knowledge types are. In particular, it allows to describ
text in terms of knowledge content, and to take the first steps towards a content theory of c
text. As a result, we discuss context from two distinct but closely related perspectives, i.
knowledge type, leading to the establishing of a context ontology, and as a means for shiftin
the focus of attention, which leads us to the idea of goal driven, task-oriented shift of focus dur-
ing reasoning. 

The paper describes a model of context for problem solving in weak-theory domains
research is part of our general agenda, which is investigating the integration of case-s
(episodic) and general domain knowledge for solving weak-theory and open-domain
lems. The paper is structured as follows: A rather thorough study of literature on contex
ies from AI-related parts of cognitive science has been undertaken. Essential findin
summarized in section 2.The following section (3) defines the main components of the c
model. Section 4 describes the use of context in medical diagnosis. In section 5 our c
model is incorporated in to the Creek architecture for knowledge-intensive case-based 
ing, while section 6 summarizes the paper.

2  Context studies in cognitive psychology

In investigating a content theory of context in problem solving, we try to exploit the i
connection between disparate disciplines, especially between cognitive psychology a
These two fields are intimately related. As Fisher & Yoo (1993) elegantly summarizes,
common wisdom is that psychology provides a specification of intelligence, and AI pro
tools for implementing this specification.”
2
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Context is studied differently in cognitive psychology than it would possibly be done in AI.
Nevertheless, AI may utilize models offered by cognitive psychology. An important difference
is that psychology is concerned with local tasks, whereas AI is concerned with cognition as a
whole (Haugeland, 1984). Over the years, cognitive psychology has mainly focused on study-
ing contextual effects related to relatively simple tasks, such as verbal learning and face recog-
nition, rather than complex tasks, such as problem solving. Regarding the question of how
these experiments can contribute to doing better AI, Polson (1984) writes that psychology can
provide guidance in the identification of useful components for AI systems. That is exactly the
way we utilize psychological studies of context in this work. For a broader discussion of this
topic, see Özturk & Aamodt (1997).

 Much empirical research has been devoted to investigating context. However, the fo
much of this research has not been on understanding the phenomenon itself, but rathe
context as a tool for investigating other topics (Wickens, 1987). An example is the early
ies of memory retrieval aimed to study the relationships between the retrieval types of
and recognition. The studies suggested context effects on retrieval, and context has bee
the primary mechanisms used to investigate memory theories. (Anderson and Bower
Kintsch, 1974; Thomson & Davies 1988). Continued studies of the relation between reca
recognition halerted some influential researchers to the importance of context as such (T
and Thompson, 1973; Eich, 1980; Baddeley (1982a and 1982b); Smith, 1986; Thomps
Davies, 1988). A technique that is commonly used for studying the influence of conte
learning has been that the subjects first learn in one context and then are asked to reme
a context that differ in various ways from the learning context. Experiments on “state d
dent learning”, environmental context effects, and semantic context effects in verbal le
and face recognition are the most famous ones. For example, in one study learning ha
on land and was tested under water (Godden and Baddeley, 1975; Godden and Ba
1980), in another, learning and remembering were tested in different rooms (see (Smith
for review). The results of these experiments agreed on the existence of context eff
retrieval but differed in their account of how context influenced recall and recognition as 
did not find context effects in recognition while others did.

 A dependency between the degree of context influence and the type of context utiliz
certain process has also been noticed. The attention is drawn to the variety in the types
texts and to the variety in the ways that context may influence memory.   These tangle
ings triggered theoretical studies of memory which dealt with the characteristics of va
kinds of context manipulations and with how and why context affects performance, rathe
solely attempting to detect the context effects.
 We will briefly mention some of these theories which have had major influence on our 
The encoding specificity theory maintains that, “An encounter with a word results in the c
ation of a unique trace....” (Watkins and Tulving, 1975), and implies that a subject doe
learn, for example, words but experiences. The theory is based on the idea of a distincti
between episodic and semantic memories. Encoding specificity theory, consequently, ass
that a better retrieval is conditioned on the closer resemblance between learning and r
situations, and thus makes clear the role of context elements both in learning and re
What improves the retrieval is the degree of match (the similarity) between these two.
the context in which encoding and retrieval take place plays a central role in determining
is remembered. 

 Craik and Lockhart’s (1972) levels of processing hypothesis explains how the nature of th
process affects encoding. It elaborates the encoding specificity theory in that it notices t
depth of the process underlying learning determines what and how to encode (Craik an
ing, 1975).
3
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Baddeley suggested a distinction between interactive and independent context types. Badde-
ley’s formulation is based on the way context influences learning, as well as retrieva
argued that interactive context “influences the memory trace directly by affecting the w
which the stimulus is encoded”, whereas independent context and stimulus are processe
out interaction between them. Independent context bears a purely arbitrary relationsh
the material learned. As such, it does not determine the interpretation of the material. Ba
emphasizes that “The concept of interactive context places the emphasis on the processing car-
ried out by the subject rather than on the characteristics of stimulus material” (Baddeley,
1982a).
This distinction between ‘process’ and ‘characteristic of stimulus’ has contributed to fos
our distinction between ‘internal’ and ‘external’ context types as the top level elements 
context ontology (section 3.2 ).

3  Towards a content theory of context

 An ongoing debate is whether context is related to ‘the state of the mind’ or to ‘the 
tion’ (see (Dojat and Pachet, 1995) and (Kokinov, 1995)). We take a stance in the middle
there is ample evidence that it has to do with both. The term ‘situation’ captures the ‘g
facts’ existing in a situation while ‘situational context’ comprises the contextual aspects 
nent to that situation. These are the facts that exist independently from the reasoner
sense that they are there before and after the reasoner notices them. The ‘state of th
component of a context emerges while the reasoner solves a problem, and captures th
interests, and information needs of the reasoner in the progress of problem solving. 

3.1  The role and the elements of context 
In attempting to make a theoretical account of context, we have noticed that a large n

of researchers have studied context related to a specific area or a specific problem, i
from other context studies (see (Morris and Gruneberg, 1994)) for an overview of the e
ments conducted for investigating context effects, in cognitive psychology). An impo
question is whether there may exist some aspects that are shared by several resear
research communities that study context effects. A distinction between what may be refe
as roles and elements of a context, may help to answer this question. Studies show tha
identification of context elements heavily depends on the type of task and domain in qu
On the other hand, the role that context plays can, at an appropriate abstraction level, be
alized over specific tasks and domains. We will therefore start out by assuming that the 
context does not show much variance across domains or tasks, whereas the elements 
ation that play these roles do. 

The essential aspects of context roles are captured by the notions of relevance and focus.
Relevance refers to the usefulness of a solution to a problem in a particular environm
problem solving, there exist essentially several lines along which to reason, and often, 
alternative solutions to a problem. Context plays an important role in choosing the mos
vant candidate. For example, recommending an angioplasty in a hospital which lacks th
essary instruments will not be useful. At a more detailed level, context is important fo
generation and evaluation of explanations. When people ask why an airplane crashed, th
not be satisfied with the answer, ‘because of gravity’, even though this is not wrong. A po
acceptable answer should convey an anomaly that occurred, for example, in the engin
plane. General, principled knowledge (text book knowledge) does not change across it
or the situations in which it is used. However, the use of principled knowledge is relative to th
context in which it is applied. Relevance is, therefore, directly related to the quality of the solu-
tion produced for a problem. 
4
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The focusing aspect of context roles relates to the efficiency of the problem solving process
while maintaining relevance. Generally, reasoner’s face a huge search space. Efficient pru
of some parts from the search happens through the focusing of attention on particular 
of the memory, and as early as possible. Context serves as a focusing mechanism 
determination of goals, and epistemological and physical needs of the reasoner, in o
accomplish the tasks that already active goals evoke.

Context elements are related to these two aspects of context roles, since the element
identified parts of knowledge and/or information that used by the reasoner to accompl
task. At any time the attention of the reasoner is focused on a limited region of the d
knowledge. Contextual elements consist of a portion of that region. Therefore, in orde
able to refer explicitly to where the attention is focused, the contextual knowledge inv
also needs to be referable. This requirement leads to a need for a context ontology. 

3.2  A model of context - a high-level ontology
     One of the first attempts to distinguish between context types is due to Hewitt (refer

in Tiberghien,1986). According to his distinction, context elements are classified into intrinsic
and extrinsic ones. The intrinsic context elements are connected to the target item, 
extrinsic ones are not actually part of the item in the memory. For example, the color 
wall of the room where subjects learned verbal targets is an extrinsic context element
the color of the printed words read is an intrinsic context element. Hewitt's extrinsic co
elements are predicted to assist recall, but not recognition. However, the findings o
experiments on verbal learning and face recognition contradicted these results, since th
detected context effects on recognition. Thus, Hewitt’s context taxonomy fails to accou
some of the empirical findings. An augmented and finer grained context typing is requi
order to create a context account that can explain the tangled experimental results. On
most important deficiencies in Hewitt’s partial-ontology is that he did not consider the ro
the ‘state of the mind’ of the reasoner in performing cognitive tasks. This amounts to not
able to cope with the differences in the nature and demands of diverse cognitive tasks,
the mind which ultimately selects the cognitive tasks to be fulfilled at each time. 

 Our starting point for a context ontology is that problem solving is a deliberate proce
which two basic elements are the agent and the external situation in which the problem solving
occurs. The key criteria for this distinction is the deliberate activity of a subject's mind. We do
not study problem solving separate from the problem solver, as has traditionally been d
AI. In fact, the behaviour of an agent is shaped on the basis of two important factors: it
personal characteristic or state of mind, and the characteristics of the problem with wh
agent is occupied. In order to reflect this aspect, we propose a distinction between internal and
external context types, where internal context represents the ‘state of the mind’ while
external one is related to the ground facts that happen to exist in a situation. 

 In our account, the agent's decisions regarding encoding details are shaped by his
hypotheses, and expectations, i.e. the internal context. Thus, the notion of internal cont
a step toward realizing the implications of ‘level of processing’ hypothesis, as well 
‘Encoding specificity’ theory (see section 2).

External context, in turn, has two distinct groups of elements: those related to the target and
those related to the environment. External context elements basically stay static during pr
lem solving. That is, external context comprises the static facts in the problem solving
tion. For example, in a clinical setting, the agent is the clinician (the reasoner), the targe
patient case, and the environment is the place where diagnosis and treatment occur. At 
level of specialization, the internal and external contexts are divided into interactive and inde-
pendent types - in agreement with Baddeley’s distinction. We also differentiate internal-
text into interactive and independent, while Baddeley concentrates on external   contex
5
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is, he identifies what external context elements are independently or interactively encoded. The
top-level ontology is shown in Figure 1. Here the two types of external context, target-related
and environment-related, are modeled explicitly. 

 Notice the difference between our criteria and Hewitt’s regarding the classification of
text elements. In our work, the distinction between internal and external context is rela
the agent, while Hewitt’s distinction is relative to the target. In attempting a mapping, ou
get-related context resembles Hewitt’s intrinsic context while our environment-related
resembles his extrinsic context. 

FIGURE 1. Context Ontology emphasizing the active role of the reasoner

Some examples may help to clarify the notion of context typing. First, the independent type:
In medical settings,   what the patient was wearing is of type target-related under extern
text, whereas the color of the examination room is of type environment-related. On the
hand, whether the clinician has short hair is of type “independent internal context”. Rega
interactive context, for diagnosis and therapy tasks, goals and predictions (hypotheses)
clinician are of type “internal-context”, while the pregnancy condition or previous diseas
the patient are target-related. The characteristics (i.e., the conditions and constraints
place where the patient-clinician encounter occurred are of type environmental-related c
tual aspects. For example, it is important whether the place is a well-established hospita
emergency tent in a forest. 

The ontology of top-level context elements just described is one step in establishing a
of context. The knowledge types should be related to the reasoning tasks to which they
and a suitable analytic method to study the relationships between knowledge types, tas
methods should be identified. This is precisely what a knowledge-level approach shou
vide.

3.3  A Task-centered approach to context focusing
 Modeling the process of diagnosis involves identifying the subtasks which, when ac

plished, lead to the achievement of the diagnostic goal, i.e., finding the fault causing the 
mal observations. It is exactly these subtasks that have a central role in modeling a s
attention. This is because the subtasks are the loci where a shift in the focus of attention may b
invoked. Knowledge level analysis opens up for starting out from different knowledge
spectives, e.g. a task perspective, a method perspective or a domain knowledge pers
The tasks, in turn, identifies the need for knowledge, including contextual knowledge. W
by locating the subtasks of the whole diagnostic process where contextual knowledge is
After locating the points of contextual knowledge use, we try to understand the way

context

internal-context external-context

interactive- independent- context
target-related environment-related

 independent-
  

        
context

  interactive- interactive-

context

independent-

context
environmental environmentaltarget-contexttarget-context

internal-contextinternal-context
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influences come into existence. The last step is in attempting to analyze the types of knowledge
being utilized at these points.

Focus of attention is switched when the goal of a reasoner changes. A change in the goal signals
that a new task is to be performed. Attention parallels the epistemological needs of the reasoner
when engaged in a dedicated task. Therefore, a task is the natural medium for discussing shifts in
the focus of attention. This is what we have adopted, leaning on the model proposed by van Heijst,
Schreiber, and Wielinga (1997). 

As earlier mentioned, two components pertinent to the context phenomenon are the state-of-
mind and situational contexts. A very important issue is to identify and explicate the link between
these two components of context notion. In our account, the internal context (corresponding to the
“state-of-mind”), imposes the focus of attention which, in turn, is captured in terms of core do
concepts, cases, and the external  context (see figure 2). 

FIGURE 2. The relationship between two components of context

The modeling of contextual knowledge can be considered as consisting of two activiti
typing/categorizing contextual knowledge, and (ii) identifying what kind of role each type p
and where/when this happens during problem solving, Implicitly suggested in these last two
ities are the two perspectives that guide us toward an adequate account of the notion of 
with respect to construction of knowledge-based systems. These perspectives are not m
exclusive, but closely interrelated. They   consider context, as respectively, 

•     a knowledge type
•     a means for shifting attention of focus.
The first perspective leads to the study of how contextual knowledge can be categorized. So far

context has usually been referred to as a unit, like a closed box. What we need is to look into this
box, and break it into meaningful and useful pieces, in the form of knowledge types. The ultimate
aim is to construct a context ontology and a contextual domain knowledge related to the applica-
tion task of medical diagnosis. The role of context as a focusing mechanism is fundamentally
important for complex tasks (Brezillon, 1993). The second perspective takes, as a starting point,
an application task (in our case diagnosis) and identifies the subtasks of the overall diagnostic pro-
cess where some contextual influences are anticipated, as well the role of contextual knowledge in
each subtask. 

internal 
 context perspective:

task-instance

context
core domain
knowledge case base
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The “attention of focus” perspective leads to the study of the relationship between a task a
type of the context it relies on. We may also say that the first perspective adopts a static
while the second one is more concerned with dynamic aspects of context, i.e., its use.

 For example, according to van Heijs et. al., (1997)   the following activities lead to the con
tion of a knowledge-based system: (i) construct a task model for the application; (ii) sele
configure appropriate ontologies, and if necessary refine these; (iii) map the application on
onto the knowledge roles in the task model; (iv) instantiate the application ontology with do
knowledge. Although we have a different motivation (than reusability) for our study, we 
found this account a useful basi for a knowledge level analysis of context. Our  strategy 
expressed in terms of the following research subtasks:

•  construct a model of diagnostic ‘process’ knowledge. This serve to explicate all the inv
application subtasks (i.e., diagnostic subprocesses),

•  identify the loci of contextual effects (i.e., the subtasks where context may have an influence)
•  identify the role context plays in each locus (i.e., the way it effects each subtask)
•  identify the source of context that can play these roles 

3.4  The mechanism of shifting the focus of attention
 
Researchers from various communities studying areas such as the generation of explanations,

user modeling in communication, natural language processing, and human-computer interaction
have all acknowledged the importance of perspective (Suthers, 1991; Mittal and Paris, 1993;
Pichert and Anderson, 1977; Lester and Porter, 1991). For example, regarding text comprehen-
sion, Pichert and Anderson argue that “if, for whatever reason, people take divergent perspective
on a text, the relative significance of text elements will change”. A presumption underlyin
notion of perspective is that concepts are represented as a set of features, and not all the fe
an item become activated each time the item is encoded. Each episode that contribute
encoding of a concept refers only to a subset of these features. The task context in which a conce
is presented determines that particular subset of encoded features. The importance of tak
account the type of task to be accomplished has recently been recognized (McCoy,
Edmondson and Meech, 1993; Cahour and Karsenty, 1993). 

Our account of the relation between the notions of context and perspective establishes 
that starts at the goal. It is commonly agreed that goals are of crucial importance for cont
ized problem solving and learning (e.g. Ram and Hunter, 1991; Leake and Ram, 1993; B
1994). The goal determines the task necessary for its achievement. Once selected, the t
contributes to imposition of the perspective (see figure 3).  

 Task demands determine which aspects of a concept will currently be interactively proc
including both non-contextual and contextual features and cues. A coherent set of aspects
tutes a perspective. For example, the feature weight of the piano is not activated with respect to
going-to-piano-concert event, but it is activated in other contexts, such as when the piano 
moved. So, each type of task needs only a portion of the domain knowledge for its accom
ment.

In our system, the task  perspective (see figure 3) helps to determine the to-be-focused 
both of specific (episodic) and general domain knowledge. Related to the episodic part, it
fies the types of the episodes which are useful. For example, depending on the goals of th
soner, either explanation-cases, or plan-cases are focused on, in our system. Task per
specifies also which information is to be used as cues for episode activation.  That is, it 
8
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from the huge amount of available cues (both core and contexual cues) the ones which are currently
relevant. Focusing on general domain knowledge happens through spreading activation.  Task perspec-
tive determines the upper bound, the lower bound and the relevant relations for spreading activation.

As a result, internal context has a role in determining which features, including both external context
and focal cues, that are relevant in a particular situation, and how relevant they are. In 

  

FIGURE 3.  The explanation of how internal context serves as a focusing mechanism.                    

other words, internal interactive context determines the interactivity of external-context related fea-
tures as well as non-context ones. Regarding external context elements, this influence is particularly
important for tasks in which available information is incomplete, that is, focal retrieval cues are not
sufficient to access target concepts unambiguously. In such cases, the context cues may strongly influ-
ence the degree of match between the present material and a past encoded material. Hence, internal
interactive context is the main context type that imposes a perspective, which in turn determines the
characteristics of both encoding and retrieval. 

3.5  Abductive reasoning and experience
The expert’s problem solving in abductive domains, (for example, an expert physician’s diag

has been argued to apply a ‘pattern recognition’ method (Patel, 1984) where the physician rem
past episodes of similar problems and use these episodes as short-cuts when solving new case

 As Hatano and Inagaki (1992) assert, “the construction of models by abduction is nearly imp
when one does not possess a usable old model. People tend to be at a loss when they canno
any model that can explain the observed unexpected events”. According to them, it is hardly p
that we can formulate hypotheses which explain the surprising facts “unless we possess a fami
totype” that we can take as the starting point. The notion of ‘familiarity’ (or family resemblanc
central to the later work of Wittgenstein (Wittgenstain, 1953), as well as the work of Pierce (1
Pierce relates this notion to ‘abductive talent’, sometimes also referred to as instinct. 

Educational psychology also supports this argument by proposing that memory experts is ch
ized by knowledge structures such as scripts and individual cases (Schmidt &Boshuizen 93). Th
ory of “developing expertise” is based on the idea that the physicians become expert by learnin
solving actual patient cases which they remember and utilize in later problem solving processes

goal
implies

task

imposes

perspective

• which types of episodic memories are useful
• which  type of  features are useful

• which relations are meaningful

• which type of  partitions in semantic meory 

specifies

 may be useful 
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This view emphasizes the close interdependence between learning and remembering, which
has also been stressed in cognitive psychology, in relation to the role of context in learning. An
implication of this for AI is that a knowledge-based system exhibiting expert behaviour should
be able to utilize past experiences. Case-based reasoning is nicely tailored for reflecting such
behaviour. As context has been shown to have major influences on remembering episodes
(Tulving 73), its inclusion in case-based problem solving is an improvement of the power of
case-based approach.

 Inspired by suggestions that an expert’s hypothesis generation invokes a pattern reco
process (Patel, 1984), that medical experts (and others as well) construct memories fro
vidual experiences (Schmidt &Boshuizen, 1993), and that what is retrieved by a recall a
is not only a stimulus but a particular experience of it (Tulving, 1973) we have adopte
view that abductive hypothesis generation involves a so-called ‘cued recall’. Given a par
of cues, the entire phenomenon is remembered. A good recall is conditioned on the sim
between the cues and the stored memories. Regarding hypothesis generation in particu
idea may be conveyed as follows

Experiences, and ability to find similarities between the current problem and the
previously experienced ones are the basis for the generation of good hypotheses.

As Polya summarizes, “Analogy pervades all our thinking, our everyday speech an
trivial conclusions as well as artistic ways of expression and the highest scientific ac
ments” Polya, 1957).

Elstein (1995) states in connection with diagnostic problem solving in medicine that “‘
ition’ includes the capacity to identify a puzzling case as an unusual presentation of a
familiar class”. This indicates the importance of similarity notion in medical diagnosis. Ap
ently, the ability to recognize the similarity which may not always be detectable at the su
but which requires deeper insight. This issue relates to Tulving’s theory on the major effe
context on retrieving episodes from memory. The strong dependence between conte
memory-retrieval success arise most probably from the role of context in similarity asses
of two episodes. 

4  Context in medical diagnosis 

On the ground of the results of the debate going on in the clinical reasoning researc
instructional research (studying the curriculum and different teaching methods), we view
nostic problem solving as application of a hypothesize-and-test strategy. However this 
realized in different ways, and indeed is realized in different ways by different reasoner
example experts are declared to use a ‘pattern recognition method’ (Patel 1984) which
on past problem solving episodes, thus episodic memory (Schmidt and Boshuizen 1993)
ever, as typicality of a problem decreases, even high level experts use deep knowle
increasing degrees. In this work, we assume an expert behaviour which primarily relie
‘pattern recognition’ method which we modeled as a case based reasoning method. 

Two subtasks of diagnosis in which a clinician extensively uses context elements are 
ating hypotheses about the cause of a failure, and planning information gathering a
Hypothesis generation is often achieved by retrieving past episodes where similar fe
have been experienced (Tulving et. al., 1973; Schank and Abelson, 1977). This task is
to the context dependency of memory, which we have elaborated in earlier sections. Th
task for which a clinician utilizes context elements is the controlling and planning of ac
Observed from a distance, the clinician asks the patient questions, makes measure
orders tests, prescribes medicine, etc. These actions are not arbitrary but controlled by e
constraints. For example, in the case of deciding which of various therapeutic actions to 
10
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the knowledge concerning which medicines have fewer side effects will play a role. Control-
ling and planning actions utilizes other types of context elements than when generating
hypotheses. For example, whether the patient has been operated for a fault in the heart septum
would probably not affect the selection of antibiotic to be used, but it is a rather relevant find-
ing when generating diagnostic hypotheses.

In our clinical diagnostic problem solving model, two types of cases are considered: referred
to as explanation cases and plan cases (see figure 4). The first is the encoding of the explana-
tion that connects the relevant features to the disease. The second is the encoding of a plan that
includes a sequence of diagnostic and therapeutic actions, such as defining an examination
protocol, selecting the way to perform a particular test, recommending a treatment, etc. 

 

FIGURE 4. Main tasks of diagnostic problem solving and the use of experience in these tasks.

A part of the diagnostic task structure is illustrated in figure 4, related to an example run of the
prototype implementation presented in section 5.1. Figure 4 shows the task hierarchy linked to
some example cases used in that example. 

To achieve a diagnostic goal, two subtasks must be invoked: Generating a diagnostic
hypothesis, and testing (evaluating) the hypothesis. As shown in figure 4 cases of type expla-
nation-case are used for hypothesis generation. They contain solutions that are regarded as
diagnostic hypotheses. Plan cases are used in the hypothesis testing stage. 

 In diagnostic tasks, the target-related external context elements comprise enabling condi-
tions for the development of a fault. Once established, the fault, in turn, leads to a set of conse-
quences. In clinical reasoning, the patient’s personal information constitutes the en
conditions, while symptoms and signs reflect the consequences. Thus, the distinction b
context and non-context features in a diagnosis task is based on whether the features
independent of and before the development of the disease, or their existence sho
explained by the disease.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between external-context, disease, and the conseque
the disease. The relationship between a disease and a focal-cue (i.e., consequence) is a
relation; that is, a disease CAUSES a consequence. This means that consequences becom
after the development of the disease. On the other hand, the relationship between con
ments and diseases are ‘predisposes’ and ‘triggers’; a context-cue PREDISPOSES a disease or a
context-cue TRIGGERS a disease. Predisposing and triggering context cues collectively co
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tute enabling factors. For example, context cues such as age, sex, and an earlier septum opera-
tion are predisposing factors for the disease infective endocarditis, while a recent dental
operation can be a triggering factor. This is similar to the distinction between your leaving the
door of your apartment open (predisposing factor), and a thief passing by your apartment (trig-
gering factor).

Given our context model, we may enhance the domain model with an explicit representation
of contextual elements. The relationship between three knowledge components’
domain’,’external-context-domain´, and ‘internal-context-domain’ is shown in figure 5. 

     

FIGURE 5. Domain knowledge, augmented with context elements

Figure 6 illustrates these three types of knowledge as different   planes. Core domain knowl-
edge consists of the knowledge needed to be able to come to any solution independent of time
constraints and situation. This is the type of knowledge which has traditionally been st
The external-context-domain contains knowledge related to external-context elements and
usually consists of relevant aspects from several domains, while the internal-context-domain
consists of elements of internal context which operationalize the core-domain as well as
nal-domain knowledge.

 For example, in the medical context, biomedical knowledge is the core domain, while
graphical and sociological aspects relevant to clinical reasoning would comprise externa
text domains.These two planes are linked by internal-context elements, i.e., goals, and curren
and rejected hypotheses of the clinician.

An expert clinician very often uses her past experiences when encountering a new
When finished with the case, she encodes the new case and retains significant parts
memory. In this reasoning model, the use of a past experience happens primarily throu
retrieval of similar cases from memory. At the start, the available non-context cues are n
ficient for the clinician to remember a past case. Therefore, clinicians use various conte
available in the situation.

As shown in figure 1, external context is grouped into target-related (i.e. patient-pers
information) and environment-related information. In medical setting, patient-personal-i
mation includes age, sex, occupation, economical conditions, earlier diseases, earlier
tions, recent operations, family medical history, patient's emotions, concerns, lev
intelligence, level of consciousness, ability to communicate, allergies, and habits. The m
of these act as enabling factors, as has been shown in figure 6. 

external-ctx-domain

internal-ctx-domain hypotheses

expectations

complaints
core-domain

signs

symptoms lab-results

goals

concepts related to
enabling conditions and
environment
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FIGURE 6. The boundary between target-related-context and non-context cues in medical domain

On the other hand, environmental information is related to equipment/tool availability, utili-
ties/policies, time constraints, and other external constraints (e.g., spare beds). All elements of
the external-context are the ground facts present in the situation. These are assumed to be
static. Internal context, on the contrary, is more dynamic, and is usually changed by the rea-
soner during problem solving. It includes the goals of the reasoner, current predictions
(hypotheses), failed predictions (e.g., ruled out hypotheses), and information needs of the rea-
soner.

4.1  Loci of context effects in diagnostic process
As we noted before, while internal context elements do usually display inter-process influ-

ences, the influences by external context elements can be investigated in the frame of separate
processes, that is, local to processes. Our intention is to study external context in that order:
first, locate the subprocesses where context effects can be investigated in the levels from which
we can refer to our context ontology; second, identify which type of context element from that
ontology are utilized in each subprocess, and finally analyze the nature of the interaction
between the context elements and the subprocesses they are utilized in. 

 Figure 7 summarizes a portion of the subtasks underlying diagnosis which provides loci for
possible context effects. The figure illustrates  six distinct main loci for  context assistance cor-
responding to six different stages of the diagnosis process. 

onset of disease

causes

external-context
cues

age
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family-medic-history habits
previous-diseases

nutrition-cond. recent-operations
recent-therapy

medicine-in-use

recent-travels
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FIGURE 7. Loci, role and source of context effects in diagnostic task.

5   Context in explanation-driven case-based reasoning
Our research group is pursuing methods for knowledge-intensive, explanation-driven case-

based reasoning within open and weak-theory domains. This includes complex diagnosis and
interpretation tasks (e.g. Grimnes and Aamodt, 1996). The context research reported here is
done within the scope of (and to a large extent motivated by) this approach. The knowledge
model in the underlying Creek system (Aamodt, 1994a) is a dense semantic network, where
each node (concept) and each link (relation) in the network is explicitly defined in its own
frame. A concept may be a general concept, a case, or a heuristic rule. It may describe domain
objects as well as problem solving methods and strategies. The case-based method of Creek
relies heavily on an extensive body of general domain knowledge in its problem understand-
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external context: primarily target-related ones, 
but also environmental context. These cues serve mainly as 
enabling factors in the disease process. Internal context: deter- 
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 (e.g., explanation-cases, or plan-cases).  may be various hypotheses

internal context: The task perspective determines the 
lower-bound (which includes  elements from the external context
(e.g., habits)), upper bound (which consists of the hypothesis for 

hypothesis  elaboration),
and the relevant relations for the spreading activation. The task 
perspective partitions also the cues (expressed as lower bound) 
into meaningful combinations  illustrating which cues can

 

internal context: the set of activated hypotheses is 
studied to see whether there exists a hypothesis
in the pool which will be wise to immediately try
to either eliminate or confirm (e.g., life threatening). A strategy
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external context: mainly target-related. Modifies the 
outcome of the fault(e.g., disease) hypothesis (internal context).

of a
 hypothesis

external context: the resources in 
the environment (environmental context, e.g., available equipment),
the condition of the target (e.g., patient-related context). For 
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ing, similarity assessment, case adaptation, and learning. Cases, as well as general domain
knowledge and information, are captured in a frame-based representation language (Aamodt,
1994b). 

The underlying case-based interpreter in Creek contains a three-step abductive process of 1)
activating relevant parts of the semantic network, 2) explaining derived consequences and new
information within the activated knowledge structure, and 3) focusing towards a conclusion
that conforms with the task goal. This “activate-explain-focus” cycle is a general mecha
that has been specialized for each of the four major reasoning tasks of the CBR cycle, a
trated in Figure 4. The extensive, explanation-driven manner of utilizing general do
knowledge in the CBR suggests distinguishes Creek from most other CBR systems. 

 

FIGURE 8. The CBR process and explanation engine

A Creek system has the potential to learn from every problem solving experience, eit
storing the problem just solved as a new case, or by updating indexes. A new case is a
ated after a problem has been solved from rules or from the deeper knowledge mode
The user is assumed to actively take part in both the problem solving and learning pro
e.g. by assessing hypotheses that the system cannot confirm or reject itself, supplying 
information, etc. 

In our clinical diagnostic problem solving model, two types of cases are considered; 
nation cases and plan cases. The first is the encoding of the explanation that connects 
vant features to the disease. The second is the encoding of a plan that includes a seq
diagnosis and therapy actions, such as defining an examination protocol, selecting the
perform a particular test, recommending a treatment, etc. A part of the diagnostic task st
is illustrated in figure 4.

5.1  Context  in hypotheses generation

The inputs to the task of generating candidate cases are the information available in t
situation, including focal and contextual features,  the case base, and the general d
knowledge base consisting of  core and contextual domain knowledge bases. The out
case providing a diagnosic hypothesis.

In the Creek framework, the diagnostician commutes between case-based and expla
based reasoning methods, which utilize respectively, the episodic (case) memory and s
memory, in order to generate hypotheses. The hypothesis-generation activity of the re
can be thought of as a “cued recall” in cognitive psychology terminology.  One of the 
prominent recall models in cognitive psychology is a two-staged model, also called “gen
and-test” model (Kintsh, 1970;  Anderson and Bower, 1972). The original two-staged m
takes into account only the deep knowledge, captured in a semantic memory. Recent 
[Baddeley, 90) propose that the first stage of recall takes place in the episodic memory
Creek framework we model the cued recall (retrieval) as a three staged process, corres
to the activate-explain-focus cycle, which has close similarities to the recent generate-
nize models. A difference is that, in our problem domain, we formulate a number of hyp
ses suggested by past episodes, but focus only a smaller set of these. The reason is tha

Retrieve   Reuse    Revise  

Activate

Explain

Focus Activate
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Focus Activate
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episodes to be retrieved are rather seldomly the identical copy of the initially provided case,
contrary to the verbal learning or face recognition experiments where the identical episodes are
remembered. We do not retrieve identical episodes, but the more or the less similar ones. Con-
seqeuntly, we have an additional stage where we select between these retrieved, similar cases.
The threestages of our recall  corresponds to the CBR tasks of activate, explain, and focus. The
recall of past episodes is realized as a explanation-based reasoning supported case-based rea-
soning process.  

 We conceive hypothesis generation (i.e., cued recall) as including  the phases of activating
plausible hypotheses, elaborating them, as well as of selecting  the “best” one for close
tiny, that is, for testing. This is an abductive process as the hypotheses so generated
rendered incorrect in the testing phase. 

In diagnostic problem solving, activation involves remembering previously experie
similar problems. Since similarity assessment, in this stage, is based on associational 
blance, the similarity match happens  rather quickly but may give superficial results.  In f
stored episode may either seem different at  first sight but be rather similar at the deepe
or it may seem more similar at the surface than it indeed is at dept. Therefore, the ac
cases enter into an elaboration phase where their similarity with the new case are mo
oughly assessed. So, the elaboration process (explain, in Creek terminology) utilizes th
knowledge in the semantic memory.

   The very first question that comes to mind is whether context information is needed 
activating (i.e., formulating) hypotheses in the first place, or whether it only applies  
elaborating the activated hypotheses and selecting the most promising one. This is ana
to debating whether all the meanings of an ambiguous word are activated on encounte
word, or the activation is constrained by context. 

In our model, context assists both. It is important to notice, however,  different types o
textual knowledge and information  are effective in the two stages. The influence of con
activation is important for the efficiency of abductive inference since its efficiency is pro
tional to the number of hypotheses activated. Contextual information should have a con
ing effect on the activation of hypotheses. The smaller the number of activated hypothes
more effective the abductive inference will be, under the condition that the activate
includes the best hypotheses. So, context should not constraint the activation  for any pr
activated set should embrace the most relevant hypotheses as well.

The heart of this account is that both independent and interactive type of contex
increase the distinctiveness of an episode. Distinctiveness corresponds to being easily d
tiable from alternatives. This implies that independent context is also effective in the acti
stage, as this stage relies on shallow associations, and does not necessarily require in
encodings. Weak domains such as medicine are usually less well-understood. Sometim
physicians feel there is a relation between two entities but they are not able to explain th
tionship. For example, they may have statistically  noticed that in a particular illness
patients are very often male. They cannot embody this knowledge in deep knowledge, b
may be stored as independent context, and thus used in activation stage.

On the other hand, the elaborative similarity association needs deep knowledge, an
interactive encodings. Consequently, only interactive context is effective in the elabo
phase. We also view elaboration as a justification of similarity. This is inherent in abdu
reasoning, since it is characterized by fallibility, its reasoning needs be justified, even t
this is different from verification of the ultimate solution/result. This model is an examp
integrated reasoning behaviour where one reasoning paradigm is supported by anothe
case, case-based reasoning is supported by explanation-based reasoning when the 
needs to fall back on deep knowledge. The elaboration allows ranking the retrieved cas
16
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respect to their ‘explained’ similarity to the new case. This is a simple step in our mode
will not be further discussed here.

The last stage of our recall model is focus, where the case which is most similar to th
case is chosen among the recalled ones.  

Hypothesis activation:  
A past case is plausible to activate if its solution can be utilized as a ‘hypothesis’ for th

case. The hypothesis should explain the findings. However, as the domain is character
ill-described problems, not all relevant findings  are known at the outset. Often, there is
information - contextual information - avaible. For example, in the generation of diag
hypotheses, what we call ‘enabling conditions’ predispose or trigger the onset of the di
So, its role in a disease process comes before the establishment of the disease. As su
no impact on the explanation chain between a disease and its consequences, the findin
contextual information is not to be explicitly explained, but contributes to the explanatio
to-be-explained findings indirectly, by explaining the existence of the disease. Therefore
ing from contextual information as well as from findings, we may infer the disease more
tainly. Figure 9 illustrates how the  activation of hypotheses from the case ba
conceptualized.

FIGURE 9.    Activation of hypotheses

The  type of contextual information which is relevant for the activation process is describ
the  slot ‘relevant-case-to-entity-relations’ in the dedicated task frame This is an the external
type of context. Examples are patient-related contexts which works as enabling factor
disease and specified via the slot names such as  has-age, has-recent-disease, has-recent-surgery,
has-sex, has-occupation, has-econ-sit, has-psyc-sit, has-prev-disease, has-habit,  has-family-hist, has-
recent-therapy, etc. Which cases that may be activated is based on  the features determi
the ‘relevant-case-to-entity-relations’ and the available findings. 
 The set of relevant features determines the combined reminding. The past cases o
combined remindings reach a predefined threshold are activized. This activation pr
occurs in the episodic case base. Both interactive and independent contextual features
relevant for activation.  So, the entire situation is utilized as the basis for the activation pr
In this way a number of cases providing plausible hypotheses are activated. 
   Figure 10 is an excerpt from an example run of the system developed to experiment w
ferent context models. Three type of cases are shown (a new problem case and the two 
stored cases). The output sequence illustrates hypothesis generation and selection, as d
in below.

episodic memory epis-1

epis-2 consequences

currently
available

consequences

fault

context

core cues

contextual
   cues

(manifestations)
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Hypothesis elaboration - explanation: The selection of the most plausible case is based on
the similarity judgment of candidate cases. Similarity of two cases can be exposed directly or
indirectly. Direct match occurs when two cases have identical slot-value pairs, e.g, both cases
having has-sex:female. Hypothesis activation in the ‘activation’ phase relies on such di
matches. These embody superficial similarity. In ‘explain’ phase we try to catch deeper
larities which are not visible at  first sight.  

An indirect match happens when a path between slot values of the two cases is foun
general domain knowledge. In the example (see figure 10), the information has-occupa-
tion:unemployed in the new case has-habit: drug-abuse in case#113  are found indirectly to
weakly match, as explained by the path ‘drug-abuse  causes  immunosupression caused-by  mal-
nutrition caused-by  bad-econ-sit associated-with   unemployed’. This is illustrated by the explana-
tion structure at the bottom of the figure. This explanation is relevant in the context of the
hypothesis endocarditis, established earlier in the example run. The existence of such paths con-
tributes to the similarity of two cases. The strength of this similarity depends on the strength of
the relations connecting the concepts on the path, as well as the length of the path. So, the indi-
rect matching process involves a search in the general domain knowledge that investigates
whether apparently dissimilar features could be similar through a finer grained matching pro-
cess. The task knowledge, together with the generated hypotheses, set up a context which helps
to identify the portions of the general domain knowledge that are relevant for search. As shown
in the beginning of the example run, the explanation cases case#113, case#146, case#114 are
candidate cases.  

The process of selecting the best case involves thoroughly matching each of these cases with
the new case. During the evaluation of case#113, the values of the slots has-recent-surgery, has-
previous-disease, has-recent-therapy and has-habit are identified by the task to constitute a  mean-
ingful partition in the domain knowledge in order to carry out similarity match. Partitioning the
fetures into meaningful sets can alleviate the the explosion of  similarity matches. In order to
constraint the search for similarity,  we focus on similarities within partitions. For example, an
attempt to match has-recent-surgery:dental-surgery in case#113 and has-recent-therapy:acupunc-
ture in the new case is allowed while matching has-age:22-years-old in case#113 and has-recent-
therapy:acupuncture in the new one is prohibited by the task knowledge. It is the nature of the
task, that is, the perspective imposed by the task which determines what can be a meaningful
partition. The slot ‘has-meaningful-partition’  lists the groups of features which constit
partition.

The similarity elaboration takes place in the semantic memory. A focused spreading a
tion picks out the portion of that memory to work on. The intersection of partitions const
the lower-bound for spreading activation. The upper-bound is also specified in the task 
It is ‘hypotheses’ for generating diagnostic hypotheses. The activated hypotheses inst
this role. The other element of the perspective provided by the task frame is the set of me
ful relations along which the spreading activation takes place. The first explanation str
near the bottom of the figure shows that has-age can only match has-age  relation while the
other two structures illustrating explanations matching relations has-recent-surgery,  has-recent-
therapy, has-prev-disease and has-habit. That is, the task knowledge does not specify a partit
having the slot combination has-age and has-recent-surgery as a legal one.  The local conte
that defines the legal slots for matching are listed in the :slot part of the explanation structures
18



  

FIGURE 10.  An excerpt from example run. 

NEW-CASE

  has-sex                     female 

  has-age                     30-years-old 

  has-occupation         unemployed 

  has-prev-disease       aortic-valve-disease 

  has-recent-therapy    acupunctur 

  has-findings              low-bp  sweating 

  has-location        well-established-hospital

case#130

has-type: plan-case

gathers-info:  high-fever fatique 

has-location :  well-established-hospital
control-schema:  action-21  action-36  
                           action-90   action55

case#113

. . . . .

EXCERPT FROM OUTPUT:
Starting Problem Solving. . 
GOAL: g-diagnose

Starting the task Generate Hypotheses..
Starting the task Generation of Candidate Cases..

Candidate cases are:  case#146, case#113, case#114

Starting the task Selection of the best case..

Evaluation of case#113:

Hypothesis is Endocarditis
. . .  .

. . . . 

The result of Similarity Match between the new case and case#113:

((#S(Expl-struct
   :SLOT  (HAS-AGE)
  :FROM 22-YEARS-OLD to 30-YEARS-OLD

   :METHOD. .

    (22-YEARS-OLD  INSTANCE-OF  ADULT HAS-INSTANCE 30-YEARS-OLD)

((#S(Expl-struct

:SLOT  ( HAS-RECENT-SURGERY HAS-RECENT-THERAPY HAS-PREV-DISEASE HAS-

     

:FROM DENTAL-SURGERY    :TO ACUPUNCTUR 

:METHOD

  (DENTAL-SURGERY

    BACTERIEMIAE-PROVOKING-FACTOR  HAS-INSTANCE ACUPUNCTUR) 

((#S(Expl-struct

  :SLOT  ( HAS-RECENT-SURGERY HAS-RECENT-THERAPY HAS-PREV-DISEASE HAS

:FROM DRUG-ABUSE  :TO UNEMPLOYED 

:METHOD

   (DRUG-ABUSE  CAUSES  IMMUNOSUPRESSION  CAUSED-BY  MALNUTRITION  C
   BAD-ECON-SI T   ASSOCIATED-WITH   UNEMPLOYED ) 

. . . . . . . . .

has-type: explanation-case
has-sex: female
has-age :22-year-old
has-prev-disease: calcific-aortic-stenosis
has-recent-surgery: dental-surgery
has-habit: drug-abuse
has-findings : low-bp   high-fever    fatique
                       high-sedimentation  vegetation
has-solution: endocarditis

Attempting to find path from DENTAL-SURGERY to AORTIC-VALVE-DISEASE
Attempting to find path from DENTAL-SURGERY to ACUPUNCTUR
Attempting to find path from CALCIFIC-AORTIC-STENOSIS to ACUPUNCTUR

Attempting to find path from FARMER to UNEMPLOYED

Attempting to find path from 22-YEAR-OLD to 30-YEAR-OLD

Attempting to find path from DRUG-ABUSE to UNEMPLOYED

INSTANCE-OF
19
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 The hypothesis, that is the solution of case#113, in this example is endocarditis.  In the gen-
eral domain model (not shown) endocarditis is associated with being adult or elderly. The
patients of both new-case and case#113 have been inferred to be adults during similarity match-
ing. This indicates that these two cases are similar regarding age, in the context of endocarditis.
This may not be so in contexts of other diseases. Therefore, when matching similarity of cases,
a relevant region in general domain knowledge is identified as having concepts and relations
circumscribed by a hypothesis and a partition which is specified by the task.

5.2    Hypothesis testing
The solution of the best case is now the hypothesis which will be evaluated. A typical char-

acteristic of new cases in a medical setting is that they contain incomplete information. There-
fore, an  information-gathering process begins, in order to determine whether other
consequences of the hypothesis (the disease) are also present in the new situation. The
retrieved case guides the information-gathering process. The goal is now to collect data on the
findings on which the retrieved case has information while the new one does not. 

The task of evaluating hypotheses invokes two subtasks: generate plan task, and evaluate
plan task. Generation of plans occurs by retrieving past plans from the case base. The process
of plan evaluation involves executing the retrieved plan. A plan is indexed with the ‘info
tion goals’, i.e, features to be gathered. These features refer to the consequences expec
present if the hypothesis (the disease) is correct. For example, assume that the retrieve
nation case has solution endocarditis (current hypothesis) which is expected to cause lo
pressure, and that the new case lacks information about blood pressure. One of the info
goals becomes ‘ blood pressure ’, and a plan to gather this information, among others, 
retrieved. A plan case also includes the set of actions to take in order to gather such in
tion. Another part of plan indices consists of external context elements that may influen
action selection. For example ‘location’ captures information about the available resour
the environment. When the location is a ‘well-established hospital’, in order to manage 
ing,   two alternative actions, ‘blood transfusion’ or ‘use packed red blood cells’, are both
sible. In a village, on the other hand, packed red blood cell may not be available. Thus
useful plan retrieval, plans are indexed by location, among other external context eleme
example plan case is shown as case#130.

Notice that in plan-case retrieval as well as in explanation-case retrieval, we utilize in
tive external context elements only, and not independent ones, despite the findings from
ical studies in cognitive psychology that indicate on independent context assistance
generating candidate episodes (cases). The reason is that the important point in clinica
lem solving is not to remember complete patient cases, including information of type ind
dent patient context such as skin color, but to remember a patient showing similar sig
symptoms related to the same enabling conditions. Furthermore, this type of contex
independent-target-context) information will generally be different in new and past cases
sequently, taking these context elements into consideration would mean deliberately d
ing the retrieval performance. Knowing this and being able to decide which context ele
should effect the retrieval (people may not have this possibility as this may partly be an u
scious decision), we prefer to ignore context elements that will negatively impact the re
performance. Therefore, independent-target-context is ignored. 

6    Summary and Conclusion 

In this paper we have described a theoretical account of context modelling, related
abductiive diagnostic task. Our emphasis has been on establishing the necessary basi
model, which has been based on earlier context studies in AI as well as cognitive psych
20
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A knowledge-level approach was chosen for the analysis of interrelations between context as a
knowledge type, reasoning tasks involving context use, and problem solving strategies. 

As system complexity grows, and the demands for flexibility and adaptability steadily
increases, the AI community needs to focus on methods that enable decision-support systems
to provide the functionality wanted. We have shown a way in which an explicit model of con-
text can be captured and made useful in a hybrid case-based and explanation-based reasoning
system. The combination of case-specific knowledge with more general contextual knowlegde
seems particularly promising in ‘grounding’ our systems better to the real world.

For adatptive systems, the learning issue is of course important. It has not been ad
specifically here, since contextual learning within our framework is part of ongoing rese
as is also more extensive testing and evaluation of the method decsribed here.
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